
Summer Jobs at the Lake! Waskesiu Restaurant 2020 
 
Nobody knows exactly what June July and August will bring, but Patio Café is planning for a busy season. 

   
The Patio Café and The Scoop Ice Cream Parlour are now hiring for the 2020 summer season. Positions are available that 

start in May and June to the end of summer, or positions for July and August only, and also for high school age applicants 
who are here with their family for part of the summer. We are a family fast-casual style restaurant combined with The 
Scoop Ice Cream Parlour, and we are located in the summer resort town of Waskesiu, in Prince Albert National Park. 
Beaches, boating, fishing, hiking - whatever makes summer fun, Waskesiu has it. On your time off, take off for the wild, 
play on the lake, or make new friends on the beach.     
  
We are hiring servers, scoopers, and cooks. We are proud of our reputation as a safe and ethical employer and we strive 
to not only train our staff and help to build their character. We are looking for staff with energy combined with a sense of 
responsibility and the willingness to develop a conscientious work ethic. We offer an unforgettable "lake experience" 
providing lots of opportunities for fun, and we also help you to build your resume with training and valuable experience. 
Substantial raises come quickly to all job positions when you demonstrate a good effort, and there is a season-end bonus. 
Gratuities are typically higher than average fast-casual restaurants.  
  
We are able to provide accommodations only for female applicants (our units are shared/female) who have a record of 
demonstrated responsibility, and sometimes for male cooks with experience. If you are a young lady with enthusiasm and 
some achievements in life so far, in school or work or sports, you may qualify for a job at the lake with accommodations. 
For male applicants, having your own accommodations is usually necessary unless you are quite skilled, sorry guys. 
   
Servers (fast-casual style): Enthusiasm and a will to learn are most important. What you have done so far in life, either as 
early work experience or schooling or other activities should show you to be a dependable and energetic team player. 
Earn raises to 14/hr or higher if you are skilled. 
  
Scoopers: We will train new entry level workers. High school age people can start as soon as they get out of school, and 
finish when they go back, or can work shorter terms while the family is on holiday in Waskesiu. If you are of high school 
age and your family has a cabin in Waskesiu, or an RV site in Waskesiu for all or part of the summer, you can join our 
team at The Scoop, or train for another position.  
 
Cooks: Line cook and prep cook duties using our established procedures, in a clean, modern and fully equipped kitchen, 
with a simple menu. Wages 13-18/hr depending on experience and ability, and shared accommodations may be provided 
for either gender. 
  
All positions: We reward our staff with raises just as fast as you can show us your abilities. Gratuities are pooled and 
shared, and they are not unsubstantial. If you qualify for our safe and clean staff accommodations, they are subsidized to 
make them affordable.  
 
APPLY NOW. If your family has accommodations in or near Waskesiu, and you make yourself available, your chances are 
great. (At The Scoop, part time or temporary positions are possible according to your time at the lake.) Questions are 
welcome, by email please.  
 
Please reply by email to petstraw@sasktel.net with attached resume and/or any questions that you may have. We will 
reply with an application form so watch your email IN BOX.     
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